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Hey Doc This Weather is Killing Me! 
Hey Doc, this weather is killing me!  We hear this from our newer patients 

way more often than we’d like to.  My usual response is, “if it was really the 

weather, shouldn’t we all be feeling worse like you?”  

The reality is, unlike our regular patients who have been under chiropractic 

care long enough to experience correction and restoration of healthy tissues, 

these walking barometers (just like I used to be) are affected by changes in 

barometric pressure.   

For those of you who feel a storm coming or feel like a human barometer, mis-

erable every time the weather changes. You're not crazy and you're not alone.   

What do you feel and where do you feel it all?   

Pretty much anything and anywhere.  In other words almost any ailment you have, from your bones, joints, headaches , 

blood sugar issues and overall health can be aggravated by the barometer. 

This phenomenon is known as the meteoropathy. 

Barometric or atmospheric pressure, is the weight of the atmosphere against our bodies. Barometric pressure changes 

affect our bodies in a handful of ways.  People with chronic conditions such as headaches, spinal misalignments,         

degenerative joint disease, etc. may be more sensitive to weather changes than others. 

When the barometric pressure is 30.20 or higher, it is considered high and places greater pressure on our bodies         

preventing our tissues from expanding.  High pressure is associated with clear skies and nicer weather.  This higher   

pressure feels good, almost like compression stockings.  However, when the pressure is low you’ll get more tissue       

expansion.  This in turn causes pre-existing abnormal muscles, ligaments, joint structures, scar tissue and nerves to 

become more inflamed and irritated.  Besides the expansion of tissues, the lower barometric pressure can cause the fluid 

in your joints to thicken making you feel stiffer.   

Pressure changes have been shown to cause chemical, hormonal and electrical changes in the brain.  This leads to     

irritated nerves and increased symptoms of headaches, including migraine headaches, vertigo, fatigue  and even mood 

swings .   

It is also been shown that blood pressure is affected by changes in barometric pressure with blood pressure going up as 

barometric pressure goes down. 

When the pressure drops during a cold front, even diabetics will have more trouble controlling their blood sugar.   

So, it’s easier to improve one’s health than it is to control the weather.  This is why many of our patients who have been 

under chiropractic care long enough to experience correction and significant improvement have lost the ability to predict 

the weather.  Is it that they’ve lost  this extra sensory ability or is it that the body can now adapt to the changes in baromet-

ric pressure and experience weather fronts without an increase in pain.  Remember your grandparents and the rocking 

chairs; motion helps. The TLC strategies of improving motion in the spine and joints, increasing strength, reducing        

inflammation and improving nerve flow by removing  subluxations helps the body adapt and feel better.  

Get adjusted, keep your joints flexible, keep your nerve flow free of interference and don’t be a human barometer! 


